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FULHAM PALACE GALLERY
Fulham Palace is the former home of The Bishops of
London. The Bishops moved out in 1975 after nearly
1300 years of continuous ownership and occupation.
For the last three decades the Palace has been leased
by Hammersmith and Fulham Council who, in 2006,
completed the first phase of a major restoration
programme. The works focused on the refurbishment
of the Palace’s Georgian East Quadrangle and the
creation of an enhanced Museum, a café-bar and a
contemporary art gallery.
The Gallery displays works of art that have an
interesting or distinct relationship to the Palace or its
grounds. The works introduce the viewer to key
themes in contemporary art practice, such as
photography, moving image, sound, sculpture and
painting. Some works explore technological, social or
cultural subject matter, whilst others are
interdisciplinary in nature, or take on hybrid forms.
The Gallery offers the viewer not just an introduction
to contemporary art but also an opportunity to
consider and interpret the extraordinary beauty of
Fulham Palace through the artistic process.
INDEPENDENT PHOTOGRAPHERS GALLERY
One of the premier venues for promoting fine art
photography in the south east, outside of London, the
gallery exhibits the work of established names as
well as showcasing the work of lesser known
photographers who are yet to build their reputations.

We would like to thank the following for their
support of the gallery:
Tory and Murray Stroud
Dexters
Spectrum Photographic
Mark and Sonya Baker
Stylorouge
Kyte and Company
Black and White Magazine
Hotshoe
De la Warr
Rother District Council
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THE INDEPENDENT PHOTOGRAPHERS TERRY O’NEILL AWARD
This year proved just as exciting and difficult to judge as last year. IPG would like to
thank all the photographers who entered the competition and the judges, who kindly
gave up their time to battle it out for their favourite work to win through. Our special
thanks go out to our sponsors, especially to Murray Stroud of Tag for putting up the
prize money, to Melissa DeWitt of Hotshoe for her support, to Daniel Campbell Blight
and Fulham Palace, the London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham, caterers Party
Ingredients, and the Sunday Times Magazine. I would like to dedicate this year’s
award to Greg Daville, one of last year’s selected, who sadly died earlier this year he was a very talented artist.
LUCY BELL Co-Director, Independent Photographers Gallery

EXHIBITION DATES
2008
8 November 2008 - 22 February 2009
FULHAM PALACE GALLERY
Fulham Palace, Bishop's Avenue, London SW6 6EA
www.fulhampalace.org
2009
9 March 2009 - 18 April 2009
INDEPENDENT PHOTOGRAPHERS GALLERY
3 Old Brewery Yard, Battle, East Sussex TN33 0AF
www.ipgbattle.com

“Selecting the best in this
competition is tricky. All of
the judging team hold strong
views and were rooting for
their particular favourites
and of course they don’t
always concur. However,
there was broad agreement
on the final shortlist and a
majority support for the
eventual winner. The final
selection reflects the scope
and quality of contemporary
photography in the UK.”
TERRY O’NEILL
London October 2008
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The jury met on Tuesday 30 September. Our aim was to choose the short listed photographers and
then the three prize winners. The previous day the US House of Representatives had voted to reject the
$700 billion bank loan to bail out Wall Street. On the same day the British Treasury nationalised Bradford
& Bingley. We are certainly living in uncertain times. What has the financial crises to do with the
Independent Photographers Terry O’Neill Award? All will become clear.
The day goes well, but we do find the same subjects recurring; portraits with references to identity,
urban landscapes or what is called ‘the post industrial’. All part and parcel of contemporary photography.
Fortunately there are many fine and interesting images that made the jury think, discuss and argue over.
We read the statements supplied by each photographer. The justification of making the work and what we
see projected onto a screen seems wide of the mark. We wonder why? It may be that some photographers
are using ideas that they half understand or are at best not thought through. It seems that they are
making general assumptions on how the world should be explained in words. But their images are more
open to interpretation and we find that many other photographers are dealing with their ideas with
imagination and with a visual intelligence.
The winning images by Antony Crossfield stand out because they are so different from the other entries.
Two male figures morph into one, set in some spartan domestic setting. They look like scenes based on
paintings by Francis Bacon. I like the idea that the photographer might have taken inspiration from Bacon,
as he used photographs as a source for his own paintings.
We reflect on the shortlist and the range of subjects. Prison, black skies, industrial equipment, domestic
labour in Vietnam, young offenders, personal belongings colour coded, and studio portraits under water.
We also notice the dominance of the colours yellow and black in many of the images we have chosen.
Black and yellow are generally used together to signify caution or warning. You will have seen the black
and yellow tape used by the police to cordon off a crime scene. Walter Benjamin (1892-1940) the German
critic writing about Eugëne Atget (1857-1927) the French photographer, states that his photographs taken
on the streets of Paris are like scenes of a crime. We wonder what crime were the jury witnessing?
One of the main concerns in contemporary photography is to create a slightly detached view of the world
not dissimilar to the photographs taken by Atget at the beginning of the twentieth century. This view might
look simple, but it is a complex set of ideas and techniques. The aim is to make the viewer become a
detective and so use their imagination to make sense of the picture.
The jury considers the implications of yellow and black. Could I have influenced the jury with a yellow and
dark stripe shirt? Is it the general mood of the jury after reading the morning newspapers reporting on
the financial crisis? Did the jury see the warnings of the financial meltdown sometime in the future in the
photographs that they had just viewed? Can contemporary photography depict the future? Maybe there is
more to contemporary photography than we thought!
PAUL WOMBELL
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This year, judging took place at the London office of
TAG, in the heart of Clerkenwell. As the field of creative
or fine art photography becomes ever more
sophisticated, it’s hardly surprising that reaching a
verdict forced those who were deciding to delve deeper
into their minds. At its conclusion, however, the general
consensus was that the experience was challenging yet
enjoyable. The inclusive nature of the competition is one

BUILDING BRIDGES
of the core objectives claims Lucy Bell, its founder. Her
intention has always been for the award to have ‘as few
restrictions as possible’ to promote a wider
participation of emerging artists: ‘The aim is to build a
bridge between new and ‘traditional’ practices to
encourage, and celebrate work that is currently being
made’. Similarly, Lucy sought a panel of judges, whose
different backgrounds would reflect the variety of
industries ultimately dependent on the power of the
photographic image. She stated, ‘it is their wealth of
experience and understanding of the broader industry
that has brought these 10 winning entries to the fore.’
The democratic process of gradually eliminating
personal favourites produced fierce dialogue between
head and heart, as well as with one’s fellow judges.
However, it also delivered some pleasant surprises.
Commenting on the disparate nature of the panel,
Mark Grosvenor said, ‘On the day, I think whatever the
process, the correct work was in the top ten - and to
my mind the best work won.’ Robin Bell added, ‘one
buys into the choices that emerge with a gathering
sense of excitement and conviction…the eventual
winners don't necessarily reflect one's own taste, but
because of their strength, and visual/emotive power,
they rise to the top.’ Elizabeth Roberts agreed saying,
‘the winning set of pictures took me completely by
surprise... what is extraordinarily interesting…is how
one's opinion gradually changes the more you look at
the images.’
In terms of the work selected, Daniel Campbell Blight
pointed to ‘the serious tone of this year's competition’
as reflecting the state of the globe at this tick of the
clock. He went on to say, ‘it comes as little surprise
that many of the contestants deal with…such austere
subject matter’, a point which was ably supported by
the accompanying artists’ statements; weighty matters
for the most part. For example: Palestinian
photographer, Steve Sabella’s reconstituted cityscapes
present aesthetically pleasing figments of his artistry,
yet signify the personal (and possibly collective)
torments of ‘mental exile’ from one’s birthplace.

Edmund Clark’s chilling series of ‘old’ life in prison take
the theme of being permanently exiled to a place that
would truly appal most people – given the choice. And
Laura Pannack looked with empathy at life in the teens;
yet another ‘remote country’, once one has passed
through its borders.
Topically, Paul Wombell picked up on the connection
between Antony Crossfield‘s merged figures and the
paintings of Francis Bacon – ‘the artist who took from
photography to make paintings now has photo images
taken from his paintings.’ Initially anti, but after some
re-evaluation, Ray Kyte found ‘a weird kind of beauty
embedded’ in Crossfield’s images, whereas he was
immediately drawn to the ‘magnetism and sensitivity’
of Asa Johannesson’s ‘Portraits of Him’. As with
Crossfield, the theme of ambiguity appears to have
structured her work. In this instance by seeking to
reveal the intersections where gender begins to divide,
or possibly merge in the human face. Melissa DeWitt
praised the ‘diligence’ of Edgar Martin’s enigmatic ‘exurban frontiers’, stating, ‘whether you are looking to be
challenged philosophically or just interested in a great
image, I think his work appeals on many levels.’ And,
few failed to be fascinated by the innovative theme of
Emma Critchley and Sophie Lewis’ underwater work, an
inspired fusion of the movement in time through the
element of water, with links to the birth of photography.
On a lighter note, Daniel Campbell Blight remarked
that the colour yellow seemed to be a recurring motif in
many of the images, which pleased him – being ‘one of
[his] favourite colours’. It was used to poignant effect in
a number of Tessa Bunney’s images portraying the loss
of rural traditions in modern Vietnam. As one of
nature’s primary colours, it symbolises the source of
heat and light needed to sustain the agrarian lifestyle.
Unsurprisingly, it also featured as one of the colourindexed blocks of personal possessions grouped
together by Helga Steppan for public analysis, as the
least busy image, yellow may not be one of her favourite
colours, or it may be one she selects more carefully.
Finally, in Tom Lovelace’s transient boxes yellow might
have been employed for its industrial strength and
flavour. Its connection with the construction business as
an emblem of warning, could be read ironically in a
series of objects that the artist tells us ‘exist solely for
the camera’.
GERALDINE ALEXANDER
October 2008
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TERRY O’NEILL photographer
MELISSA DEWITT editor Hotshoe magazine
MARK GROSVENOR MD Tag Creative
ELIZABETH ROBERTS Black & White magazine
PAUL WOMBELL independent curator
ROBIN BELL photographic printer

JUDGES

RAY KYTE photographer, co-director IPG
MONICA ALLENDE picture editor Sunday Times
DANIEL CAMPBELL BLIGHT curator Fulham Palace

